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Speak Out are celebrating 9 years since the printed release of the first edition! We really hope you have
enjoyed reading the editions and we look forward to producing more in the future. Following on from the
previous edition’s focus on sustainability, check out our overview of Sustainable Harborough Community.
Also, look out for Mei’s list of Eco-tasks, which you can cut out of the magazine and tick off as you
complete them.
Furthermore, there is a very insightful read from Olivia on the role of politics in young people, looking at
the impact lockdown has had. Bea has written a poem based on her feelings during lockdown, which
I am sure many can relate to. Within this edition, we have also looked at ways of staying engaged and
motivated during lockdown. See our interview with Olivia Slatter about the lockdown choir she set up and
how it brings people of all ages together. Also, Mei’s article on starting a blog, after she decided to create
her own.
In addition, there is information on Sustrans Campaign and the New Heritage Project in Church Langton.
We have our regular contribution from the Travelling Forward Project with links to help you find out more
information, and another chapter of the fascinating ‘Haunting Pursuit’ story by Felicity. Don’t forget to
check out our JustGiving update and the link if you would like to donate to our cause!

WWF Update!
We just wanted to let you know how we are getting on with our
JustGiving page for World Wildlife Fund which we featured in the
last edition. We have done amazingly well and would like to thank
all who have contributed. Total at the minute is: £80
Thank you for taking the time to visit our JustGiving page and
hopefully we’ll hit our target very soon!

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/protect-our-planet-project

@speakouthcyc

https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out

Check out our website www.hcyc.org.uk
www.localgiving.org/charity/hcyc/project/speakout/

Youth and Politics
By Olivia Hall

Politics. For children and teens it’s mostly just
something heard on the news. For those who
investigate further, it can be a tricky topic to
grasp. Unless chosen as a respective field of
interest, young people aren’t taught much about
our political climate, even when it can affect us
directly. The government make decisions that
affect every person in the country, from new
policies nationwide to smaller local projects,
politics can impact everyday life significantly. So
why are young people taught so little? Although
the legal voting age is 18, the involvement and
input of young people can make a difference in
political decisions as they often have more insight
into what problems they face.

"I wish I understood
more about the world
I was going into".
I asked some young people how much they
knew about politics, 50% said they knew little to
nothing and the other 50% only knew the bare
minimum. Whether it is bad or good to expose
people to politics at a young age is debatable, the
reality is that by the time people reach the legal
voting age, they often don’t know enough to feel
comfortable voting. In 2019 under 25s made up a
third of new voting registrations, yet the over 40s
were the group that voted the most. The fact that
young people aren’t fully aquatinted with
all legal ideas isn’t attributed to their
own neglect of the topic, but the
lack of presence it possesses
in education. Realistically a
lot of what’s taught as core
subjects, only a handful
of people pursue a career
in. While core knowledge
is important, it is also vital to
prepare young people in the best

way possible so that they
can to be ready for the
world, therefore education
should include informing
them more of their right
to vote, but also what that
entails.
After talking to said young
people I also learned how
they are aware that politics does
affect them, most felt that their future relied on
people who won’t even be around to see it. One
said “ I wish I understood more
about the world I was going
into”, this speaks volumes
about how scary it can
be going into a society
where you can have a
say in what happens
to it, but you aren’t
as informed as you
should be. In everyday
life, politics may not cross
your mind that often. But in
recent times we have seen how the government
doesn’t always act in everyone’s best interests.
For example seeing how sending kids back to

50% of young people said they
knew little to nothing about
politics and the other 50% only
knew the bare minimum.
school at the start of January led to increased
COVID cases, or how the government are going
about deciding grades for current year 11 and 13
students. The power that officials possess can
and has affected all people, including children.
So looking forward, at future generations, it
seems vital to educate the young people
on the realities of society, and how
their knowledge and choices could
affect everyone.
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How to start a blog
By Mei Kawagoe

Are you bored, restless, claustrophobic and blue?
Perhaps a blog is for you. It’s wholly your own
virtual space, a place to exist and create on the
internet. If you want to take the leap and start
putting content out there, then it might be for you.
I began mine during the second lockdown, when I
needed a purpose. And it’s been a ride – one that
I’m surprised at how much I’ve adored. You can
read my blog: Mei is a curious month at
www.meiisacuriousmonth.com

completely yours. (I can now create buttons, which
is peculiarly thrilling).
Don’t get a lawsuit: Don’t use any old image. Use
Unsplash, Pixabay etc for copyright-free images:
Unless you’re an artist/photographer and it’s your
own work, I repeat: don’t use any old image. I’m
sure being sued isn’t as romantic as it sounds.

Find out what you want: If you want a blog, then
why? What do you want to do? What do you want
to learn? Try and start out with an idea of that. And
the rest will follow. As SquareSpace says: “Later
I’ve still got a way to go. But here’s what I’ve learnt
will take care of itself.”
- on my feet (seat):
For me: I want to create beautiful, evocative
It’s like Lego: You build it brick by brick, bit by
content; learn how to consistently create good
bit. My blog still isn’t a fully-formed whole. But I
work; (almost) always meet a deadline; build a
tackle a little something, every so often. I have an
strong readership and community.
Instagram for blog promotion - and I might start a
newsletter – once I work out how to do it. Little by
Although my blog is still a fledgling, it’s been a
little, and watch it grow.
brilliant experience. I love having a project, and
You don’t have to code: Speaking as someone
I feel excited for the first time in ages. With my
who frankly learnt the art of re-reading posters on blog, I’ve reached people from the US to China to
Britney Spears lawsuits during I.T, I have limited
Australia. That feels very magical. I feel like Alice in
technological knowledge. But it’s fine. Websites
Wonderland, exploring my own virtual world, falling
like Wix or SquareSpace have templates, that
down technological rabbit holes. And anyone can
you simply customise to create a blog that is
create their own world, today.

Lockdown Life
Bea Asbury

Lockdown has been made so we are safe,
On nights or days when you’re feeling sad, you can
zoom call your family which will make you feel better!
Christmas was fun even if you didn’t have have any
family around to celebrate with.
Kids can’t go to school to laugh and play.
Darkness fell over the world as the new virus started
to happen.
Online working and shopping is what most families
have done.
We are trying to let everyone have the vaccine as
soon as possible.
No-one should suffer with Covid-19.
Family is something we can’t see right now.
At home we can’t go anywhere or do anything.
My family are safe and I hope yours are too.

I can’t go and visit or see them.
Looking at them on zoom calls is all we can do.
You can cheer them up by telling them a joke or
sending them a letter.
Always remember that everyone is there for you.
Never forget about the fun times you had with them.
Don’t worry, you can see them soon.
Friends is something we can’t see at the moment.
Right now is hard for all of us.
I miss my friends very much.
Even just calling them cheers me up.
Nobody is not missing their friends.
Don’t worry about them,
Soon we can meet up and make more happy
memories!

Lockdown Choir Interview
By The Speak Out Team

A young opera singer from Market Harborough
has launched a lock-down choir.
Olivia Slatter, 22, worked with the town’s Brick
Work Studios to secure £5,000 of National
Lottery funding to set it up, to boost people’s
mental health during the Coronavirus pandemic
and bring singers together, who can’t rehearse in
person, due to restrictions.
In just a few weeks 60 people from across
Leicestershire have joined ‘Olivia’s Lockdown
What was the inspiration for your choir?
My inspiration for the choir was to involve those
who are self-isolating, and those who are limited to
online opportunities due to their disability I wanted
to create something that could involve all people
of all ages, no matter what their difficulties are. I
feel during this time it has been really hard to find
something for families to do for free, because the
economy isn’t the greatest right now, as
people have lost their jobs/income and
are trapped at home. I wanted to use
this project to express the importance
of mental health, and to take care of
yourself first, no matter how old you are.
Mental health is an important aspect in a
person’s life and well-being, and it’s not
talked about enough!
How does singing bring people
together during difficult times?
Singing and music is incredible, because
no matter what age, music relates to a person’s
feelings and deepest thoughts/emotions. Also,
it can bring back memories - music is incredibly
powerful. Singing and music is important because
of the relationship with the young and older
generation. Music helped get us through WW1
and WW2 and brings community together in the
strangest of times, and that’s why it’s important to
bring people together through music.
How does singing positively affect people’s
mental health, in light of the news that we are
living through a mental health pandemic?

Choir’ and there is space for more!
Members are to get together virtually to rehearse
on-line, with the aim of recording a version of
Michael Jackson’s ‘Heal the World’ to release
on CD.
If you would like to join her growing band
of singers at Olivia’s Lockdown Choir, you
can find out more by visiting her Facebook
page at: https://www.facebook.com/
oliviaslockdownchoir/
Singing really helps with inner strength, even if
you’re not the world’s greatest singer music can
change someone’s emotions and improve mental
health. Also, it provides a sense of belonging something to continue to look forward to and right
now people in our community really need that.
What have you learnt from starting this
brilliant initiative?
For me I have learnt how to work as a team.
The team at ‘Brick Work Studios’ has been
fantastic- and so has Tracey Holderness who
has coached the whole choir of 95 people.
It’s not just about me, it’s about our whole
team who have done an incredible job. Also,
I have learnt how much inner strength the
community has, and that I am truly proud to
be a part of it. No matter how young you are,
no matter how impossible someone tells
you it is-anything is possible, and we will get
through this pandemic.
Finally, why would you encourage people
to join?
If you’re a key worker or someone who is feeling
lonely/ fed up of being locked in and not much of
a routine, please join. You will get the opportunity
to interact through Zoom, and maybe meet new
people in the community. No matter how young or
old or what disability you have, we are really open
to help as many people join the choir, it’s a sense
of belonging and this is open to EVERYONE.
http://www.oliviaslockdownchoir.co.uk/
choirlockdown@gmail.com
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Bigger, better, bolder!
HCYC have had some amazing news and success. We have secured 5 Year
of Funding to expand and create new opportunities in every way!! We have
expansion of the Speak Out Magazine online and our paper copy and two new
youth groups and mentoring within the Harborough District.
Thank you all for playing your parts in supporting and securing this funding.
It’s an exciting time for HCYC! And a massive Thank You to the National
Lottery for believing in us and giving us this opportunity!

Mei Kawagoe
What is Speak Out Magazine?
Speak Out Magazine is a youth-produced,
youth-centred magazine - which draws on
the experiences and perspectives of the next
generation to create a wholly unique magazine.
What do you like about it?
Speak Out Magazine has taught me so many
things! I have been able to practise creative writing;
journalism and interview skills. I contribute to and
help compile the magazine, participate in meetings
and work as part of a team. What I find especially
helpful is receiving feedback, as it pushes me to
write better. It’s such a wonderful environment, and
I look forward to the meeting every week!
Why should you join?
Speak Out provides young people with a friendly,
welcoming environment - oh, and biscuits! This
expands our confidence, giving us somewhere to
meet with others, talk, laugh, listen, and be listened
to. This is vital, providing young people with so
many skills and a wealth of opportunities - as well
as the courage and determination to achieve them.
We want to hear your voice and appreciate your
experience. We aim to foster your talent. In short,
we want you to join!
How can you join?
Meetings are held each Thursday evening in
the historic Symington’s building in Market
Harborough, Leicestershire – but we also welcome
remote contributions. As innovation is born out of
necessity, we have also become adept at Zoom
meetings!

Joshua Evans
What is the Speak Out Magazine?
The Speak Out Magazine is a youth-led
project, which allows young people
to express their views to other young
people and collaborate together to
create a magazine.
What do you like about it?
Being able to have a platform
where I can write articles and share
my views, working with other young
people to produce an engaging magazine, which
can be accessed by other young people.
By expanding the Speak Out Magazine, how
could this help combat youth loneliness?
Expanding the Speak Out Magazine would help
combat youth loneliness, because more young
people will be aware of the magazine, which would
increase the reader community and encourage
those who want to get involved. Also, by expanding
the magazine to 12 pages will increase the capacity
of young people who can join the team and make
contributions. Finally, expanding via a blog/website
with the right promotion will potentially lead to a
wider reader community, not necessarily confined
to Leicestershire. Also, it will enable more people to
contribute and interact.

To join, contact libby@hcyc.org.uk
For more information, follow us on Instagram @speakouthcyc
or check out our website https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out

CHAPTER 4

A haunting pursuit

Tom!

on the beach, I could observe all of its dark
intricacies. There was glowing seaweed all over
it and detailed patterns etched into the wooden
sides.

Amidst my perplexity, I had forgotten about my
own brother. He had no one but me to look up
to and the distraction had proved so great that
I had forgotten about the person I cared about
the most. It was just another thing that I would
come to regret.
I raced out of the front door. I was in such a
hurry that I even forgot my shoes. Fortunately,
my feet were calloused and I only just noticed
the slight sensation of the windy cobbled street
leading down to the beach. My heart thumped
in my chest. My only goal was to reach Tom
before something happened. Thoughts sprinted
through my head. What was the ship’s purpose?
How did it get there? Why could only me and
my brother see it?

Out of nowhere, a ladder appeared on the
side of it. Tom started to climb it. Bewildered, I
followed after him. When I arrived about a metre
away, I saw that its white hue had lessened.
What’s more, I could reach out and touch it. It
was solid.

Sand under my feet. I was on the beach now.
Tom was a shadowed speck in the distance. To
my amazement, the galleon floating downwards,
as if extending a hand to me and Tom. Like
Tom, I paused to watch. Once it had landed

I looked upwards. Tom was no longer there, he
must have reached the deck already. I climbed
up the side of the vessel on the ghostly ladder,
and when I reached the top I clumsily rolled over
the side and onto the deck. I lay on my back,
fatigued from the sudden exercise. The sky was
black and a thick fog blanketed the ship.
As soon as I turned my head to look around,
I jumped up in horror. In front of me stood a
terrified Tom, and next to him were the ghosts
of my dead parents. At least now I know where
they had disappeared to.

To be continued in the next edition. See earlier chapters in previous
Speak Out editions on https://www.hcyc.org.uk/speak-out

Travelling Forward
Project

Here are some intere
sting websites to find
out more informatio
n about the culture
and lifestyle of Gyps
y Travellers. Our
Travelling Forward pr
oject is still working
hard and have been
posting packs out to
young people on loca
l sites.
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Sustainable Harborough Community
By Joshua Evans

Sustainable Harborough Community formed as a reaction to the repeated calls for
a “return to normal” during the first lockdown. The group (formerly Transition Town
Market Harborough) recognise that to move forward we need to move towards
something more sustainable!
The Climate Emergency is not waiting for
governments to take significant action, and
individuals alone can’t do enough.
Therefore, by working together,
SHC are ensuring their voice is
heard and are demonstrating the
changes that need to happen.
SHC encompasses environmental
groups, concerned individuals
and local retailers in Market
Harborough area to effect change at local,
national and international level.

Harborough Green Directory
This was set up in recognition of the need for
sustainability within the local economy. The
directory features 58 local businesses and
organisations, promoting local businesses that
offer sustainable or ‘green’ options.

12 Months of Action
SHC are sharing knowledge of
local activities, events and seasonal
sustainability ideas. Also, putting
some spotlight on local businesses
that really match up to their values.
An SHC aim is to guide people to
existing information and raise awareness of how
people can behave sustainably and ethically within
the Harborough Area.

How to get involved?
There is a growing information hub with original
ideas to help support young people live more
sustainably at home and as a community. For more
information and to sign up to the SHC community,
visit: www.sustainableharboroughcommunity.co.uk
As lockdown lifts, SHC plan to hold events/
workshops to raise awareness and support the
community become more sustainable.
If you are over 18, you can become a member SHC welcome individuals, groups and
businesses from Harborough District
to join and support their cause.

Inspiration
Challenge
Walk/cycle/run/bus - just don’t go by
car. See how many journeys you can swap
going by car or something more ecofriendly. By the time we turn seventeen the
average British teen will have been driven
80,000 miles by their parents (geek girl
fact).
Don’t use makeup/cleaning wipes and
use natural cleaning products. You can
learn how to make eco-cleaning products
here: https://www.conserve-energy-future.
com/how-make-eco-friendly-cleaningproducts.php
Use a reusable drinks bottle and
coffee cup - don’t drink from plastic.
Already doing this? Try reusable, bamboo
cutlery and don’t use plastic straws.
Eat a meal without meat. Already
vegetarian/vegan? Try only eating food
when it’s seasonal and supporting
local farmers and food. Learn more
about what’s fresh here: https://www.
nationaltrust.org.uk/lists/seasonal-foodand-growing
Buy less, buy better. Only buy
something when you really need it. Try to
borrow things, or buy second-hand. Try
to only buy new from companies who are
eco-friendly. Use Ebay, Depop, Olio and
charity shops. You can check how
eco-friendly a brand is with the
app: https://goodonyou.eco
Stand up for what you believe in.
Always have the courage to speak out if
you feel you need to and have your say for
or against topics you really believe in.

Chill Out
Projects

HCYC is a local charity focused on
delivering services and projects to meet
identified needs and gaps in services for
children and young people across the
Harborough District.

Current Term-Time Drop in/
Open Access Provision
South Kilworth “SKY” Club
Day: Wednesdays
Time: 7.00pm
Age Range: 8 to 16
Venue: South Kilworth Village Hall/Virtual
Contact us for more info
Great Glen Youth Club
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Have Yo
ur Say
Here is the part of the magazine, where you can
have your say! Here is some feedback about the
last edition. Here’s what they told us...
Awesome thank you so much. - Mrs C Stewart - Nash
What a fab magazine! I’m so impressed by both the design and the content, what a talented bunch
of YP you know!- Catherine Overton, Community Participation Worker
Wow – another fantastic edition of Speak Out magazine. Well done to all the young people who
have been involved. What a great message and very timely! Great idea to do some fundraising
for WWF-UK -Stella Rewick, Homestart
Thank you for my copy of the latest Speak Out magazine which I was excited to
receive recently - the artwork is fabulous and I am reading my way through the
interesting articles on Climate Change and Eco-anxiety. - Mel Gould

Some articles in Speak Out are kindly
sponsored by the Harborough District
Community Safety Partnership. However,
all views expressed are those of members
of the Speak Out Team.

Art Attack

As a consequence of the turbulence many have
experienced because of lockdown, people have
been turning to the calming benefits of nature.
The natural world has offered hope for a huge
number of people, at this impossibly difficult time.
The Speak Out Team - inspired by the concept
of art therapy, where creativity calms and acts as
a catharsis have asked Welland Park Academy
Students to: create a piece of artwork to express
their mood, thoughts and feelings towards how
nature and wildlife make you feel? I hope you like
the results you can see throughout this issue!
Thank you to Welland Park Academy Students!
Great Job again!!

Heritage Event
St Peter’s Church are participating in the Digital
Persona project in partnership with Documentary
Media Centre and Y Heritage ‘Kick the Dust’
project. The plan is to use digital technology and
creative methods to engage new audiences and
share copies of historical documents and objects
in an interactive way.
The idea is to bring ‘William Hanbury’ to life via the
creation of his own social media platform by sharing
in history of the village, engaging with visitors and
promoting events.
Setting up Instagram and Twitter accounts for
William, and creating a QR trail to bring to life certain
historical facts is being explored.
If you would like to find out more or get involved
contact: mark.cox@berkeleyburke.com /
07834046242
Sustrans is the charity making it easier for people
to walk and cycle. We connect people and places,
create liveable neighbourhoods, transform the school
run and deliver a happier, healthier commute. Join us
on our journey. http://www.sustrans.org.uk/

Bereavement support
https://whatsyourgrief.com
Bereavement for young people:
https://www.hopeagain.org.uk
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxietydepression/children-and-bereavement/
http://www.childhoodbereavementnetwork.org.uk/
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/feelings-andsymptoms/grief-and-loss/
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